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The Hotbox Manifesto
What we believe

We evolved from a simple desire
to improve people’s work lives.
A company would be nothing without its
employees. At Hotbox, we understand people
make a business, so that is why we create
products which improve people’s lives at work.
Our family of products all have three things in
common: mobility, organisation and personality,
to make a difference where it matters most.

We believe agile working is the
key to better productivity and
health.
It’s crucial to have a healthy body and mind at
work. Not only does a Hotbox enable you to work
in different locations, it provides you with the tools
to work smarter so you have the freedom to work
where it suits you.

www.yourworkspace.com

We feel everyone should have
the opportunity to decide where
to work each day.
Having the flexibility to choose where to work
is becoming more and more important in the
modern workplace. Whether you are working
solo or within an agile working team, Hotbox has
the solutions to facilitate both workstyles.

What we do

We put people at our core to
create products that are personal
to you.
Our Hotbox family of products are designed with
people’s different workstyles in mind. Whether
you are travelling from one location to the next,
or rushing to an internal meeting, we design
Hotboxes which make a difference to your
working day.
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What we believe

We make products which are kind to the environment.
Here at Hotbox we care about the health of our planet. We continually work hard to deliver the best tools and solutions for both agile
working and the environment.
We incorporate a cradle-to-cradle design principle, ensuring our products feed back into the environment they originated from.
Rather than designing single-use products, our Hotboxes endure the test of time. Made to last, Hotbox 1 and 2 are fully and easily
recyclable at the end of their lifecycle, and Hotbox 3 is made from REPREVE® polyester that is both luxurious and sustainable in its
design. Each Hotbox 3 contains seven recycled 500ml PET bottles.
We are currently in the process of researching new materials and manufacturing techniques to ensure our products are made from
100% recycled material by the end of 2019.

We help people from across the globe identify their workstyle.
We understand that the switch to agile working can be a challenge. Here at Hotbox, we provide the knowledge and the tools for
people all over the world to discover an agile workstyle that works for them. We equip you with the items which you need to work with,
so you can decide where to travel today.

Hotbox 1 is a vibrant and practical agile workbox
embodying our key principles: mobility,
organisation and personality.
Perfectly crafted and compact, the lightweight
Hotbox 1 makes it easy to move around the
workplace. Its smart design keeps you organised
wherever you choose to work and means it is just
the right size for storing and transporting your
important desktop work tools - your notebook,
tablet, coffee cup, pens, sticky notes and snacks.
Available in a foray of vibrant colours, you can
express yourself with a Hotbox 1.
The grey Hotbox 1 is the newest addition to
the Hotbox 1 collection, but has a fundemental
difference.
Made
from
fully
recycled
polypropylene (PP) and recyclable at the end of
it’s product cycle, the grey Hotbox 1 is the first to
adopt the cradle-to-cradle design concept.
The packaging transforms into a locker organiser
or parking spot for your Hotbox 1, to lock it away
and reduce packaging waste.
Giving you the freedom to work wherever you
choose, in an agile workplace you can’t be you
without Hotbox 1.

Height
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190mm
7.5”

Width
312mm
12.3”

Depth
182mm
7.2”

Weight
0.91 kg
2.00 lbs

Designed with your needs and ease of use in
mind, Hotbox 2 is the ultimate agile workbox. It
encompasses everything we stand for: mobility,
organisation and personality.
With its sophisticated exterior, interchangeable
Camira fabric covers, soft-grip handle and
optional shoulder strap, Hotbox 2 makes it easy
to move around your workplace or venture
further afield.
We’ve attended to the details that matter. We’ve
created a side-pull handle so you can take it
from your locker and a business card holder to
easily identify your Hotbox 2. The interior design
of Hotbox 2 is flexible, just like you. Split into two
sections for optimum organisation, the larger
compartment can hold laptops or notebooks
and the front section has a whiteboard so you
can make quick notes on the go.
It also comes with two removeable pen pots and
a phone/tablet stand so your device is on hand
at all times. For a more personal touch, add a
slide-on photo frame which can be hung on the
central divider of your Hotbox 2 or stand on your
workspace with pride.
With Hotbox 2 you define your own workspace
whenever and wherever, building your workspace
around you.

Height
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311mm
12.2”

Width
435mm
17.1”

Depth
140mm
5.51”

Weight
1.6 kg
3.8 lbs

We design Hotboxes with ease of use in mind.
A stylish, practical shoulder bag ideal for the
flexible worker, Hotbox 3 is no exception.
More than just a laptop bag, Hotbox 3 has endless
storage possibilities to meet everyone’s flexible
working requirements. With a separate padded
compartment for your laptop and a spacious
main compartment that can hold your tablet,
notebook, phone, pens and business cards,
Hotbox 3 keeps you organised when you travel
and wherever you choose to work.
Weatherproof, mobile and understated, Hotbox
3 organises and protects the tools you need
to have a successful workday. With a soft-grip
handle and shoulder strap, you are at your most
comfortable when carrying a Hotbox 3.
We have also added practical touches. There is
a side-pull so you can pull it out of your locker
easily, and there is a business card holder to
easily identify your Hotbox 3.
Available in a variety of shades, Hotbox 3 is made
from Rivet by Camira, an ultra-modern fabric
REPREVE® that is both luxurious and sustainable
in its design. Each Hotbox 3 contains seven
recycled 500ml PET bottles. What other product
looks this good and is kind to the environment at
the same time?
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Height
290mm
11.4”

Width
415mm
16.3”

Depth
145mm
5.7”

Weight
0.85 kg
1.89 lbs

For more information please visit:
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